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251 The daughter of the Shi financial magnate, the most connected person 

Shi qinglan’s clear eyes rippled slightly. 

She looked up at the man who was deep in thought and felt embarrassed like a little girl 
whose thoughts were exposed by her family elders. 

“Dad, I ...” She hesitated and opened her red lips. 

The girl’s heartstrings trembled slightly, and her heart was beating like a drum. She 
didn’t know what her father thought about this matter and whether he would object to 
this relationship. 

However, Shi honghou merely strode steadily to the girl and ruffled her hair with his 
slightly rough palm. 

Perhaps he realized that he seemed to be a little serious just now, so he tried to soften 
his tone this time. LAN ‘er, that boy from the Bo family took control of the Bo Financial 
Group when he was only a teenager. He’s very shrewd and not a man that ordinary girls 
can control. 

although my daughter is no ordinary girl, I’m still afraid that you’ll be bullied. 

Shi honghu’s eyes were deep and solemn, revealing the vicissitudes and maturity that 
had been added by time. do you understand? ” he asked. 

Hearing this, Shi qinglan’s Red lips could not help but curve up a little. 

She looked up at the man. Her eyes, which were originally filled with worry and 
nervousness, were now filled with a dazzling luster. 

“So you’re worried about this.” Her red lips smiled. 

Shi hongxi’s brows twitched slightly as he wanted to hear her thoughts. 

father, ah-Cheng is very good to me, ” Shi qinglan said with a bright smile on her red 
lips. besides, your daughter is not someone that ordinary men can control. 

“I won’t be bullied by him. Besides, even if he really bullies me ... You’ll definitely 
avenge me, right?” 

She tilted her head slightly, looking a little playful and cunning. 



Hearing this, Shi hongyou’s brows relaxed a little. His deep eyes were filled with 
indulgence and helplessness. I, Shi hongyou, will not allow my daughter to be bullied. I 
will take revenge for you even if I have to go bankrupt. 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips smiled and she blinked. 

She looked at the man with a playful smile. then ... I’m going back to my room?” 

“Go on.” Shi honglu nodded slightly and said in a deep voice. 

After she was done talking to her father about the girl’s worries, Shi qinglan’s footsteps 
became lighter. Like a small butterfly, she skipped up the stairs. 

Shi honghu looked at the girl’s back with a deep gaze ... 

He let out a heavy sigh, and his weathered back became even more profound, with a bit 
of the indulgence and helplessness of a father. 

He didn’t expect that the little cotton-padded jacket that had just returned to his side 
would be taken advantage of by another boy so quickly. This made him feel even more 
regretful for missing her childhood and her youth. 

He could only use the rest of his life to make up for it and leave the best for her. 

.. 

The missing daughter of the Shi financial magnate had been found! 

This matter soon caused a sensation in the entire circle of the rich and powerful in the 
imperial capital. The gilded invitation was sent to the aristocrats, and even the military 
and political circles were shocked. The business circle was also shocked twice ... 

After all, the Shi financial magnate had a wide range of connections. When this young 
lady was born, she had undoubtedly become the most influential person in all of China. 

Now, she had finally been found after 15 years of disappearance ... 

Everyone was fighting to get their hands on this gilded invitation. 

“Tsk, tsk, tsk ...” Nan zhiyue ate the melon. 

She pursed her red lips nonchalantly and turned to look at the girl who was shopping 
with her. I thought that with your status in the pure world Pavilion. you were already 
considered the most powerful person to have connections. I didn’t expect that the young 
miss of the Shi financial magnate’s background to be even more ruthless than yours ... 



Hearing this, Shi qinglan’s eyebrows raised slightly. 

Her red lips curled up slightly and she looked at her best friend with a faint smile. tell 
me, how is her background more ruthless than mine? ” 

Nan zhiyue’s Fox-like eyes raised slightly. 

She held the girl’s small waist affectionately and handed her the information from the 
intelligence network. here, take a look for yourself. 

the Shi family has always been one of the top tycoons in the imperial capital’s circle of 
rich and powerful families. With such a background, it’s already enough not to be 
underestimated. 

that’s not all. Her father, Shi hongxi, was once well-known in the field of medicine. She 
also has an aunt who is a famous director in the International Film industry. She’s the 
Lin CI who has won countless Best Director awards. 

although his biological mother’s identity is a mystery, uncle is famous in the military 
world. He’s known as master Sheng and has the title of general! 

other than that, she also has an aunt who married into country F’s royal family as a 
Princess. There are countless elites from other fields who are blood-related to her. 
You’ve heard of the head of politics. Shi Yao. right? that’s her big uncle ... 

“Oh, right. The shopping mall we’re shopping at is also her family’s.” 

Shi qinglan’s expression froze for a moment. She looked around at the most high-end 
shopping mall in the imperial capital, then looked away, pretending that it had nothing to 
do with her. 

She had not deliberately investigated these things. She thought that since they were 
relatives, they would meet at the family recognition banquet at the latest, so there was 
no need to take the initiative to reveal her family’s identity ... 

Now that she heard this from Nan zhiyue, the girl bit her lower lip, her beautiful eyes 
filled with helplessness and embarrassment. 

“. see ...” Shi qinglan raised her hand and touched her earlobe. isn’t it very complicated 
to deal with interpersonal relationships? ” 

She thought that her pile of aliases was already cumbersome enough, so how could she 
still have these relatives with powerful identities? 

Nan zhiyue looked at her inexplicably. I’m not asking you to deal with it. Why are you so 
emotional? ” 



Shi qinglan’s Red lips twitched, but she did not comment. 

She put her arm around the girl’s slim waist and pinched her lightly, ” let’s go, I’ll go 
shopping with you. Didn’t you want to buy Dark’s new product this season? let’s go to 
the counter and see if it’s on stock. 

. I can’t afford an international luxury brand like Dark ...” 

But Nan zhiyue still smiled charmingly, her charming eyes shining with a little light. but 
it’s okay to shop! 

The two sisters walked to Dark’s counter, hand in hand. 

When she saw a customer walking into the shop, the shopkeeper greeted her warmly. 
She gave a standard smile and bowed. welcome ... 

... 

She straightened her back and was about to welcome them into the store, but when she 
looked up and saw Shi qinglan, her eyes suddenly froze. 

The shopkeeper girl’s eyes widened in shock. Shi ... 

Shi qinglan immediately winked at her and glanced at Nan zhiyue, signaling her to keep 
her identity a secret. 

The shopkeeper immediately fell silent after receiving the signal. 

However, she still couldn’t hold back her excitement. two ... Please come in! I need ... 
Do you need me to introduce Dark’s new summer collection to you two?” 

“No need,” Shi qinglan’s Red lips curled up slightly, and she nodded at the female shop 
owner. go do your work, we’ll just look around. 

“Alright, alright. Please take a look.” The shopkeeper girl didn’t dare to disturb him and 
immediately retreated to the side to wait quietly. 

She peeked at the two distinguished guests who were shopping at the counter and took 
out her phone quietly. Her fingers were trembling as she typed, ” I met miss Shi at the 
Dark counter in the time Square! 

Shi qingqiao knew that her younger sister was coming to shop today. 

He had specifically instructed the manager of the shopping mall to be respectful and not 
to offend the daughter of the Shi financial magnate if he met her! 



Hence, all the female employees received Shi qinglan’s photo! 

... 

To avoid a disaster from not being able to recognize it! 

252 He said,”don’t talk nonsense, get lost!” 

Shi qinglan had no idea about her brother’s arrangements. 

However, she sensed that the female employee had probably recognized her identity 
and guessed that this was probably the work of her family ... 

Dark was one of the top luxury brands in the world, and a new one would be released 
every season. 

The brand mainly focused on dark colors. In addition to the pure dark theme of the hell 
series, the chief designer was more inclined to use darkness as the base, integrating 
positive elements such as light and hope to create the brand ... 

For example, the theme of this year’s new summer product was daybreak. 

Dark’s new products aren’t disappointing as usual. Their designer is the soul of the 
industry. Nan zhiyue strolled around the counter leisurely, her peach blossom eyes 
shining. 

Hearing this, Shi qinglan’s eyebrows raised slightly. 

She pursed her red lips slightly. it’s just ... Average. 

Nan zhiyue didn’t notice her reaction. She was still admiring the new products of the 
season. However, every time she saw a style she liked, her eyes glanced at the price 
on the tag. She carefully let go and decided to give up. 

Noticing Nan zhiyue’s subtle movements, the shopkeeper reminded her in a low voice, ” 
Dear Guest, if you like any clothes, you can try them on first before you make a 
decision. 

Hearing this, Nan zhiyue lazily narrowed her peach blossom eyes. 

She looked at the girl from the corner of her eyes, and the corner of her charming eyes 
twitched. when did Dark allow me to try on a dress? ” 

Nan jiyue was familiar with the fashion industry and she knew that every brand had their 
own rules. On the other hand, Dark only had a soul designer and many of his clothes 
were limited or only one piece ... 



Therefore, it was strictly forbidden to try them on. 

The shopkeeper girl bit her lip lightly. today ... Today?” 

Normally, it was indeed impossible for them to try it on, but after all, the higher-ups had 
given orders not to offend the young miss of the Shi financial magnate. Since that was 
the case, it was only natural that they could not offend her friend. 

“Is that so?” Nan zhiyue looked at her suspiciously. 

She raised her hand and touched her chin. Her eyes were full of suspicion as she 
looked at the shopkeeper. She felt that something was off. 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips curled up slightly. if that’s the case, let’s try on whatever you like. 
Just take it as ... I didn’t run any business for a whole year, and you were almost fired 
by the company because of me?” 

Hearing this, Nan zhiyue’s eyebrows raised slightly. 

She looked at the girl with interest. if you say that, then I won’t be polite. 

“Pick.” Shi qinglan raised her chin slightly. 

Nan zhiyue’s peach blossom eyes were filled with light. She hugged the girl’s small 
waist tightly and her red lips pecked her face. 

“Little baby, you’re simply too awesome.” She blinked her eyes. 

Shi qinglan smiled and looked helplessly at Nan zhiyue, who had gone to pick out 
clothes. She secretly calculated her business volume ... 

A manager’s income depended on the artistes under him taking on jobs. Qingyue had 
indeed not been in business for a long time, and Nan xiyue had hidden back in A land in 
tears to eat instant noodles. 

Qingyue’s manager would have been able to afford Dark back when she was at her 
peak in the industry. 

“This one, help me find my size.” Nan zhiyue chose a long black dress from the 
daybreak series. The red embellishments made the dress look like a red spider lily. 

The shopkeeper girl showed a perfect smile and immediately jogged over to welcome 
him. okay, I’ll ... 

“Yo! I was wondering who was wandering around in Dark! So you’re the mistress of my 
fiancé!” 



Just as she was about to go to the warehouse to get her clothes, a soft and arrogant 
female voice suddenly sounded. Nan jiyue frowned slightly impatiently and looked out of 
the counter. 

He saw an mu wearing a simple off-shoulder white dress. She walked into the counter 
arrogantly with her face slightly raised. When she looked at Shi qinglan, her eyes were 
filled with disdain and contempt ... 

“You again?” Nan zhiyue’s peach blossom eyes narrowed slightly. 

When Shi qinglan saw an mu, her charming eyes could not help but turn cold, and she 
furrowed her eyebrows slightly. 

An mu raised her lips provocatively. I’m the daughter of the an family in the capital. 
What’s wrong with me visiting the top international luxury brands? ” 

Nan zhiyue’s Red lips curled up slightly, her smile cold. 

She didn’t refute or bother to respond. She turned to the shopkeeper and smiled. please 
help me find the size of this dress. 

“Alright,” he said. The shopkeeper took a look at the design and immediately wanted to 
go. 

However, an mu arrogantly shouted, ” stop! 

The shopkeeper girl stopped in her tracks and turned around to look at her in confusion. 
is there anything else? ” 

An mu’s lips curved into a sarcastic smile. 

She had her arms crossed in front of her chest, a limited-edition branded diamond bag 
slung over her shoulders, and she exuded a noble aura. 

The girl arrogantly raised her head. I want this dress. 

The shopkeeper girl frowned slightly. It was obvious that she was going against her two 
distinguished guests, but she still took a deep breath and smiled with a good temper. 
someone already wants this dress. 

“Who is it?” An mu could not help but sneer. She rudely pointed her chin at Nan zhiyue. 
her? ” Can you afford it?” 

Hearing this, the shopkeeper girl’s eyebrows furrowed even more. 



An mu usually dressed like a lady and had never bought Dark’s clothes, so the 
shopkeeper did not know her identity. 

“Miss, you’re going too far by saying this.” 

The female shop owner retorted mercilessly, ” although this is a limited edition, there’s 
more than one piece. If you don’t want the lady beside me to buy it, you can just buy all 
12 pieces of the same design in our store’s inventory. I have nothing to say then. 

As she spoke, she walked back to her counter and picked up a calculator to do some 
calculations. Then she smiled at her. the total is 82.56 million. Would you like to pay by 
cash or card? ” 

An mu’s face turned red and white when she heard the shopkeeper’s words. She had 
been slapped by Shi qinglan before, but she had never been humiliated by a little shop 
assistant before! 

“Do you know who I am?” She was flustered and exasperated. be careful that I don’t 
make the manager fire you with a single word! 

The shopkeeper girl still smiled politely. I may be ignorant, but I only know that these 
two distinguished guests are definitely more distinguished than you. I’m advising my 
dear not to court death ~” 

... 

She wasn’t afraid of the Shi family’s daughter. 

An mu was so angry that her chest hurt. She clenched her fists tightly and pointed at 
her nose, but her eyes were fixed on Shi qinglan. you said that my status is not as noble 
as hers?” 

As she spoke, she pointed her finger at Shi qinglan rudely. isn’t she just a mistress who 
has been kept as a mistress?! Is shopping with my fiancé’s card something to be proud 
of ... Ah-” 

Before an mu could finish her sentence, she suddenly felt her shoulder being pulled, 
and she was thrown over her shoulder to the ground. 

Her hips hit the ground, and she felt like her whole body was about to fall apart. Her 
brain was in a daze and she had yet to react to what had happened ... 

He saw a pair of long legs directly step over his body. 

The man’s face was cold and hard, and the small stubble on his chin made him look a 
little wild and unruly. He lowered his eyes and glanced at the girl indifferently. 



A crazed voice sounded. don’t beep beep. Get lost. 

An mu gritted her teeth and looked up at the man who threw her ... 

He was wearing an army green uniform with a rank on his broad shoulders. It was three 
golden stars with golden leaves! 

The Admiral ... Lord Xiao! 

... 

253 Shi qinglan, little uncle 

An mu opened her eyes in disbelief. 

She fell to the ground in a sorry state and bit her lips in an extremely aggrieved manner. 
Her eyes were watery as if she was about to cry at any moment. 

“Owl ... Master Sheng.” An mu endured the pain and stood up. 

Hearing this, Nan zhiyue’s Fox-like peach blossom eyes raised slightly and sized up the 
man in front of her with interest. 

The Army green uniform wrapped around his tall body. He had an outstanding 
temperament and was not lacking in arrogance. His entire body exuded an aura that did 
not allow anyone to touch him. His handsome face was still as devilish as when he was 
young. 

Could it be ... Was it the uncle of the Shi financial magnate’s daughter who was known 
as master Sheng in the military? 

Jiang Xiao squinted his unruly eyes and swept them with disdain. master said ... Don’t 
talk nonsense, get lost.” 

Crystal clear tears swirled in an mu’s eyes. 

She looked at Jiang Yingying in confusion. master che, I don’t think I’ve offended you. 
Why are you ... 

Jiang Xiao laughed out loud in an extremely arrogant manner. 

There was a cigarette between his well-defined fingers. He lowered his head slightly 
and put the cigarette in his mouth. Just as he was about to light it, he glanced at Shi 
qinglan and put away the lighter ... 

“It doesn’t matter if you’ve offended me or not,” 



With the cigarette in his mouth, Jiang Xiao squeezed out the words from between his 
teeth. I don’t like you today, so I want you to get lost. 

An mu felt extremely wronged when she heard this. 

After much thought, she was sure that neither she nor the an family had ever offended 
this master Sheng, who had never followed the rules and only knew his own temper. 

“I ... I’ll just leave.” An mu bit her lip. 

She did not dare to challenge master Sheng, so she could only glare at Shi qinglan 
unwillingly. Even if she wanted to curse at him now, she did not have the guts to. 

However, the girl’s Red lips curled up slightly. take care. I won’t send you off. 

An mu was quite angry at her smug look. 

She walked to Shi qinglan’s side and warned her in a low voice, ” don’t be so smug! 

the young lady of the Shi financial magnate has returned. The Shi family and the Bo 
family can be considered as a match made in heaven. Only someone with a 
distinguished status like her is worthy of the title of Mrs. Bo! 

as for you, brother Cheng will get tired of you sooner or later, and the Bo family won’t 
agree to let you marry into the family. With your status of being a kept woman, you’ll 
never be worthy of marrying into the capital’s rich family ... Ah!” 

Before an mu could finish her sentence, her arm was suddenly grabbed by a strong 
force, and she broke out in a cold sweat. 

Although Jiang Yingying couldn’t hear what the woman was talking about, she was 
annoyed to see her harassing her little niece. 

“Are you going to get lost or not?” He opened his mouth wildly, grabbed an mu, and 
pressed her arm down without any mercy. 

“Owl ... Master Sheng.” An mu’s face instantly turned pale. 

She did not know why Jiang yingluo was so against her. She could only clench her teeth 
and look up at him with pitiful eyes. 

Jiang Xiao squinted his eyes and gave her a cold look. He sounded nonchalant but 
extremely domineering and cold-blooded. get lost or amputate it. 

“I’ll leave, master Sheng, I’ll leave.” An mu panicked. 



She knew that Jiang yingyu was under the protection of the Shi financial magnate. Even 
without such a background, he could do whatever he wanted with his military rank. 

Jiang Yingying grunted in satisfaction. She raised her leg and kicked her back 
mercilessly. get lost. 

An mu was caught off guard and staggered forward. 

If she had not grabbed a clothes rack in time, she would have fallen face first. She 
glared at Shi qinglan indignantly and ran away before she could finish her sentence. 

“Damn it ...” She couldn’t help but curse. 

She really did not know what kind of luck Shi qinglan had to be able to get Jiang 
Xiaoyao’s protection, causing her to lose so much face! 

At this moment, Shi qinglan looked at her sorry figure with a smile, and the corners of 
her lips could not help but curve up. 

Jiang Yingying took out the cigarette from her mouth. 

He pursed his thin lips and touched his gums with the tip of his tongue. It had been 
fifteen years since he last saw his little niece, and he didn’t know how to introduce 
himself. do you know me? ” 

Shi qinglan chuckled. yeah ... I’ve recognized him.” 

If it wasn’t for the gossip that Nan zhiyue had provided her with, she probably wouldn’t 
have been able to identify him just by the title of master Sheng. 

Jiang Yingying’s lips curled up. shopping? ” 

“I’m accompanying a friend.” Shi qinglan’s Red lips curved slightly. 

Nan zhiyue looked at the interaction between the two people with a dumbfounded 
expression. 

Why did they seem to be familiar with each other? it was impossible for an organization 
like the pure world Pavilion to have any contact with the military. It was already good 
enough that they did not have to fight ... 

Not to mention, Shi qinglan was so familiar with the general? 

Jiang yingluo responded in a deep voice. She narrowed her eyes and scanned the 
store. Then, she looked at the female shopkeeper who was standing at the side in a 
daze. buy one of each of the clothes in this store. Her size. 



He raised his chin slightly and pointed in Shi qinglan’s direction. 

The shopkeeper was not surprised at all. alright, master Sheng. 

She immediately turned around happily to pack the clothes, but Nan jiyue blinked in 
confusion. Xiao Lanlan, you guys ... 

No matter how familiar he was, he couldn’t be familiar enough to sell a store worth 
hundreds of millions! 

However, just as her brain was unable to process the situation, she heard Shi qinglan’s 
Red lips opening slightly and she called out crisply, ” little uncle. 

“That ... I’m just a friend here to shop, you don’t have to buy so many clothes for me. ” 

Hearing this, Nan xiyue felt as if she had been struck by a bolt of lightning and her soul 
had almost left her body. 

... 

“Little little little ... Uncle?” She was scared silly. 

Which uncle? didn’t master Sheng only have a little niece, the daughter of the Shi 
financial magnate, whom she had the most connections with?! 

Nan jiyue looked sideways at Shi qinglan in shock and tugged at the corner of her 
clothes. this ... This is your uncle? A kiss?” 

Shi qinglan lowered her head and touched the tip of her nose. 

She lowered her eyes guiltily and lowered her voice to her ear. it’s my kiss. I’ll explain to 
you later. 

Nan zhiyue was speechless. 

She raised her hand to cover her forehead, feeling a little dizzy. 

Jiang zhizhi obviously did not care about the 100 million Yuan. She raised her eyebrows 
and said, ” I didn’t prepare a meeting gift. Just make do with these clothes. If you think 
it’s too much, you can give it to your friend. 

Nan zhiyue was speechless. What do you mean by passable? 

You call all of dark’s new products ‘passable’? 



Shi qinglan no longer stood on ceremony with Jiang Qianqian. She smiled sweetly and 
said, “thank you, uncle. 

... 

“Yes.” Jiang Yingying suddenly felt at ease. 

That pair of wild and unruly eyes sized up the girl, and he suddenly smiled. you really 
look like my sister. 

After Shi qinglan was born, he had made a bet with someone in the Army. 

He said that this little girl looked fresh and would definitely look more like his sister when 
she grew up. It was impossible for her to look like the dog Man who had kidnapped his 
sister. 

“Miss Shi, master Sheng, I’ve already packed these clothes for you.” At this moment, 
the shopkeeper girl walked over. The bags in her hands were so full that she almost 
couldn’t carry them all. 

Jiang Xiao glanced at them and paid with his credit card, then took the bags with great 
familiarity. 

254 Shi qinglan’s eyes resembled qingyue’s! 

Nan xiyue found out Shi qinglan’s identity in a daze, and then she got into Jiang zhizhi’s 
car in a daze. 

She was still in a daze. Shi qinglan shook her arm gently and said, ” changxi, calm 
down ... 

“I can’t calm down.” Nan zhiyue took a deep breath. 

She had just been enjoying the sweet talk of the Shi financial magnate’s daughter, 
sighing with emotion that she had thought Shi qinglan was the one who had the most 
connections. Little did she know that this daughter was destined to be even more 
extraordinary from birth ... 

But now, she was told that the two of them were the same person! 

The most powerful connection in a rich family + the sockpuppet boss = Shi qinglan. 

Nan zhiyue was as dispirited as a salted fish. She leaned lazily on the leather seat and 
raised her hand to rub her temples. 



Jiang yingluo was driving the car personally. He rolled up his sleeves, revealing half of 
his strong, wheat-colored arms. He looked up at the two girls in the rearview mirror and 
asked, ” where are these girls going? ” 

Nan xiyue gave the eldest uncle an address. 

Before she alighted from the car, Shi qinglan picked out a few pieces of clothing that 
suited her style. I promised to give them to you. 

Nan zhiyue suddenly felt a little flustered and didn’t dare to accept it. 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips curled up slightly. you’re still a coward? ” Take it, my uncle won’t 
beat you up like how he beat up an mu.” 

He mentioned that Jiang Qianqian had just beaten an mu up ... 

Nan zhiyue suddenly had goosebumps all over her body. She had no choice but to 
accept it. thank you, sister. I’ll take my leave first. 

Jiang yingluo’s aura really made her panic. She had been feeling uneasy in the car, and 
now she finally dared to breathe. 

She carried the bag and disappeared into the apartment ... 

After Nan jiyue returned to the apartment, she soaked in the bathtub for a long time 
before she calmed down. Thinking about Shi qinglan’s surname and her medical talent, 
it was not hard to understand that she was Shi Hongzhi’s daughter. 

She wrapped herself in a bathrobe and returned to the bedroom. After throwing herself 
onto the bed, she raised her phone and began to tap on the screen to send text 
messages. what other disguises do you have? hurry up and take them off! 

Shi qinglan had just finished her shower when she received the text. 

She lowered her eyes and glanced at the phone that lit up. Her hand that was drying her 
wet hair paused for. moment, and she calculated her own avatar in her heart. It seemed 
that he really couldn’t take them off in a short time. 

.. 

The family reunion of the Shi financial magnate’s daughter arrived as scheduled. 

Bo Yucheng would still climb out of the window at night to look for Shi qinglan, rubbing 
his head against the blanket and bed for warmth. His long arm was gently placed 
around the girl’s waist, and he affectionately held her in his arms to sleep through the 
night. 



In the morning, a faint light sneaked into the bedroom ... 

The man slowly opened his deep eyes and looked down at the girl who was still 
sleeping in his arms. He lowered his head and kissed her gently between her eyebrows. 
Good Morning, Lan Lan. 

“Oh ...” Shi qinglan’s eyelashes fluttered. 

She raised her hand to rub her drowsy eyes, her pink lips slightly pouted due to her 
morning temper, and they were slightly lustrous. 

Bo Zhicheng’s eyes gradually darkened. He looked at those tender pink lips and 
suddenly turned over to imprison the girl in his arms. He lowered his head and grabbed 
those soft lips ... 

Shi qinglan had just woken up from her sleep and was still in a daze. 

The man took advantage of the situation, and before the sun had completely risen, he 
greedily devoured the sleeping girl. 

“Thin mist city!” Shi qinglan gritted her teeth and called out to him. 

She rubbed her sore waist and looked up with her watery eyes. The corners of her eyes 
were slightly red, and her porcelain-like face was also covered in powder. She had 
obviously been bullied badly. 

Bo Yicheng laughed softly. sorry, I couldn’t hold it in. 

As he spoke, he lowered his head and pecked her between her eyebrows to comfort 
her. He only asked for it once and did not dare to continue. After all, last night ... 

“Hooligan.” Shi qinglan kicked him with her foot. 

Sensing the soft and warm foot touching him, Bo Li Cheng’s Red lips curled up slightly. 
His low laughter became even more joyful, his long and white fingers gently brushing 
away the slightly wet hair. 

The girl bit her lower lip. I’ll settle this with you next time. It’s almost time, shouldn’t you 
be leaving? ” 

Upon hearing this, Bo Li Cheng glanced sideways at the sunlight outside the window. 

He usually left before dawn, but because he was too tired last night, he got up a little 
later this morning, and he was delayed by continuing to work ... 

“Yes.” The man’s voice was deep and clear. 



Bo Zhicheng’s gaze moved up and down the girl’s face. Even though he secretly came 
to find her every night, he was still reluctant to part with her every morning when they 
got up and parted. He wished he could stick to her every second. 

He lowered his head and was about to give the girl another goodbye kiss ... 

“Du du du!” Suddenly, there was a knock on the door. 

The man’s movements suddenly stopped. His eyes were slightly cold, and he glanced 
sideways at the locked door with a little vigilance. 

Shi qinglan also held her breath. She did not know why she had knocked on the door so 
early in the morning. She was a little flustered. 

Little Miss, I’m sorry to wake you up so early. Young Madam has hired someone to help 
you with your makeup. The stylist will be here in a while. Why don’t you get up and have 
some breakfast first? ” 

The servant’s careful and respectful voice sounded. 

Shi qinglan pursed her red lips and looked up at the man. Her clear eyes were filled with 
helplessness and innocence. 

“I know.” She responded to the corridor. 

The maid did not dare to rush her. She left after she woke up and got a response. 

Shi qinglan stretched out her arms and gently wrapped them around the man’s neck. 
She suddenly lifted her body and pecked him on the lips. let’s go. I’ll see you at the 
banquet later. 

“Yes.” Bo Yicheng replied in a deep voice. 

However, he still lowered his head and kissed the girl’s lips deeply. After a long time, he 
let go of her. see you at the banquet. 

... 

Shi qinglan looked at the man’s back as he jumped out of the window. Her lips curved 
up slightly, and her smile was a little sweet. 

She lifted the quilt and got out of bed. She felt that her body was a little sticky and 
sweaty, so she went to the bathroom to take a bath first, and then went downstairs 
comfortably for breakfast ... 

The stylist and the ceremonial dress artist had arrived. 



Her brows were lightly drawn, her red lips were slightly pursed, and her hair was slightly 
tied up. 

Shi qinglan was born with Zhang Qingcheng’s face. At this moment, her snow-white 
skin was covered with a light blush, and her bright eyes were outlined with exquisite 
eyeliner, making her look even more alluring. 

Little Miss is already super beautiful without makeup. If she puts on a little light makeup, 
I’m afraid that all the young Masters who will come to the banquet later will fall for Little 
Miss’s skirt. 

A servant beside her covered her mouth and chuckled as she praised. 

The stylist lifted the girl’s face gently, and a look of surprise flashed across her eyes. 
you’re indeed beautiful. I’ve done makeup for many celebrities before, and miss Shi is 
not inferior to them even when they don’t have makeup. 

especially this pair of eyes. They’re so charming. They really look like movie Queen 
Jiang when she was young. And ... 

She kept feeling as if she had seen it somewhere before, not just on Jiang yunzhe’s 
face. 

After a moment’s thought, the stylist said in realization, ” she looks like qingyue! It’s that 
International Music Queen, miss qingyue!” 

... 

255 She’s actually the daughter of the Shi financial magnate? 

Shi qinglan would put on makeup when she was disguised as qingyue. Her eyeliner 
outlined her delicate eyes and she looked more charming than usual. It was not 
surprising that she looked like qingyue with light makeup on. 

The girl’s Red lips gave a slight smile. She did not comment and just stood up lightly. 
isn’t it time to change into your gown? ” 

Hearing this, the stylist immediately returned to her senses and nodded. She 
immediately asked the stylist to lead her to change her clothes and design a suitable 
hairstyle. 

.. 

In the garden of the Shi financial magnate’s Villa. 



The bright sun shone on the green field, the White stone pillars and the green trees 
were hidden, the fragrance of the flowers was overflowing, and even the fountain in the 
center of the garden was sparkling ... 

The garden was deliberately designed as an outdoor banquet. 

The exquisitely carved white tables and chairs were placed in the spacious garden. The 
air was fresh and the sun was excellent, shining warmly. 

Almost all the rich and powerful families in the imperial capital had received the Shi 
family’s invitation. The guests were either dressed in elegant suits and leather shoes, or 
had exquisite makeup and gorgeous gowns. At this moment, they were chatting 
casually in the garden ... 

that young miss of the Shi financial magnate is really lucky. I didn’t expect that she 
could still be found after being missing for fifteen years. 

“She can’t be a fake heiress with ulterior motives, right?” 

I heard that she used to live in ye city and even stayed in the welfare Center for a while. 
This kind of person who was raised in a small town in the countryside ... I’m afraid that 
they won’t be able to show their faces.” 

“What kind of people can be raised in that kind of place? Which of the daughters of the 
rich families in the capital isn’t proficient in music, chess, calligraphy, and painting from 
a young age? I’m afraid that even if she’s not a fake daughter, she’s long been spoiled 
by Ying Cheng and doesn’t even know how to read a staff?” 

“When the banquet starts, she still has to lead the dance. Let’s wait and see.” 

“If this becomes a joke, it will be. disgrace to the Shi family ...” 

The women gossiped in hushed voices. Although they were envious of Shi qinglan’s 
fortune, there was still a hint of contempt in their eyes. They did not think highly of this 
young lady who had returned from the slums to the rich. 

“I think so too ...” An mu mumbled in a low voice, ” I used to think that only her identity 
was worthy of brother Cheng. 

She was wearing a white strapless short dress, her slightly curly chestnut-colored long 
hair draped behind her shoulders, and she wore a bright Pearl hairpin behind her ears. 
In the eyes of the elders, she was the most elegant and proper daughter of a rich family. 

However, at the mention of that miss Shi whom she despised, the jealousy and 
dissatisfaction in her eyes betrayed her upbringing. 



“Mumu.” A female voice suddenly rang out. 

An mu immediately looked to the side and saw song Xi holding a dark blue long dress 
and walking toward her. 

An mu immediately smiled. little Xi! 

She smiled at song Xi and held her wrist warmly. I knew you would come! she said. The 
other girls are all daughters of small families. I’m not familiar with them at all and I don’t 
want to chat with them. I’m bored to death ~” 

The waiter who was carrying the wine just happened to bring them champagne. 

Song Xi let go of her dress, and her long dress fell on the grass. She elegantly raised 
her glass of champagne, then nodded slightly and said politely, ” thank you. 

An mu also took a glass of champagne and held it in her hand. 

The two touched their glasses lightly. Song Xi sipped his wine. it just so happens that I 
scored well in the high examination today. I didn’t want to attend this banquet at all, but 
my father forced me to. 

An mu smiled. oh yeah, you’re also checking your marks today. 

“What do you mean by” too “?” Song Xi raised his eyebrows. who else? ” 

Hearing this, a trace of contempt flashed in an mu’s eyes. She curled her lips and said 
sarcastically, ” she’s the little daughter of the Shi financial magnate who was found in a 
small town in the countryside. 

For some reason, she had a great resentment towards Shi qinglan. 

After all, if she was still missing, then there would be no girls in the younger generation 
of the two top-tier wealthy families. In that case, an mu, the daughter of the an family in 
the imperial capital, would be the most distinguished one. 

An mu sneered. I heard that she’s going to check her scores in public today. I don’t 
know where she got the courage to do it. A small and broken school like ning City High 
School doesn’t have any educational resources. Even if she got a good score, how high 
would it be? ” 

“Zuo City High School?” Song Xi’s eyes flashed with confusion. 

Recently, she had not been paying attention to the rich and powerful in the imperial 
capital. She had only heard about the return of the daughter of the Shi financial 



magnate and nothing else. She had been busy editing the nerve distribution map that 
Shi qinglan had pointed out ... 

An mu smiled smugly. yeah, Ji City High School! I remember you went to Yicheng high 
school for a few months to get a place at Imperial University. Maybe you know her?” 

Song Xi thought about it and realized that he had never heard of this in school ... 

He had not expected that Zuo City High School, which looked unremarkable, was 
actually full of hidden talents. Not only did they have Shi qinglan, who scored full marks 
in all subjects, but even the missing daughter of the Shi financial magnate was there. 

She pursed her lips. I don’t think I know him. 

it doesn’t matter if you know her or not. I’m just waiting to see her face get slapped 
when she checks her results. An mu proudly imagined, ” if you ask me, your grades 
must be much better than hers! 

Song Xi frowned slightly at the mention of good grades. 

She had once thought that she was. genius, but after meeting Shi qinglan, she realized 
that she was just a frog in the well ... 

“You can’t just say such things.” Song Xi pursed his lips. people who don’t have some 
ability wouldn’t dare to publicly check their scores in this kind of occasion. 

Moreover, it was the Shi financial magnate who wanted to save face. 

An mu didn’t understand why song Xi became so submissive after coming back from 
Ying city. He was no longer the arrogant and arrogant person who was afraid of no one, 
and she couldn’t help but sneer. 

just wait and see. I don’t believe that she can become the top scorer or something! She 
mumbled in a low voice, ” I don’t know why all the people who have been going against 
me recently are from Lin city ... 

An mu’s resentment grew deeper when she thought of the woman who stole her brother 
Cheng, who was also from ning city. 

But at this moment, a cry of surprise was heard ... 

“The young lady of the Shi financial magnate is here!” 

All the guests looked up when they heard the voice. An mu and song Xi also looked 
over immediately. However, when they saw the familiar face, they were stunned like a 
bolt of lightning on a clear day! 



The door of the villa was slowly pulled open by another servant ... 

Shi qinglan walked down the stairs. She was wearing a long evening dress with a tube 
top design that revealed her sexy collarbones and fair shoulders. The starry sky-like 
hemline of the dress trailed down her shoulders. 

The girl’s makeup was exquisite but not gaudy. Her charming eyes were filled with a 
bright light, and her every frown and smile was quite soul-stirring, and her entire person 
exuded an extraordinary temperament. 

... 

“She ... She, she, she ...” An mu staggered backward. 

She looked at Shi qinglan with her eyes wide open in shock. She stammered and could 
not speak for a while, and her heart was in a mess. 

She recalled how Jiang zhizhi had protected her at the time Square that day, and all her 
doubts seemed to have been answered! 

Song Xi’s eyes froze for a long time before he came back to his senses. she ... She’s 
the missing daughter of the Shi financial magnate?” 

256 Look, it’s elder Xu! 

An mu and song Xi were both stunned. 

When they saw Shi qinglan’s delicate face, they were almost petrified, so stiff that they 
could not move at all. 

The other guests did not expect her to be so stunning ... 

The girl had been bestowed with a face that could topple cities. Her skin was as fair as 
snow, and her eyes were as clear as water. With the delicate makeup and gorgeous 
dress, she was even more radiant and beautiful! 

“Heavens! What level of fairy is she ...” 

I originally thought that she would be raised into a country bumpkin by ye city, and even 
if her status was noble, she wouldn’t be able to support the occasion. Now I’m blind, 
which rich family in the imperial capital can compare to her! 

“As expected of the genes of Mr. Shi and movie Queen Jiang.” 

why would I be so stupid as to suspect that the bloodline of the Shi financial magnate is 
that of a country bumpkin? I’m so stupid ... It’s true!” 



wake up, you guys. No matter how beautiful a face is, isn’t it still inherited by genes? if 
you can’t play the four Arts and don’t know the etiquette of the nobility, aren’t you just a 
noble waste of time? ” 

Shi qinglan could vaguely hear these discussions. 

A good-for-nothing who can’t play the zither, go, calligraphy, and painting ... 

The girl’s Red lips curled up slightly. Her pair of charming and beautiful eyes were filled 
with light, and even the sharpness around her body was inadvertently revealed. It was a 
confident and determined temperament. 

An mu clenched her fists tightly. impossible ... This was impossible! She’s just a girl 
from the slums!” 

Her eyes flashed with endless unwillingness and hatred. 

She stared at the girl in the middle of the conversation as if she had been poisoned. 
However, the light around her was so dazzling that an mu, who was originally the 
proudest, was overshadowed at this moment! 

“Miss an, we meet again.” Shi qinglan lifted her face slightly, her red lips curled into a 
cold smile. 

Song Xi blinked in surprise. you two know each other? ” 

An mu bit her lips and did not speak. She was a little nervous as she pinched the corner 
of her lips. She was so angry that her chest was heaving up and down ... 

After a long while, she finally spoke, ” Shi qinglan, you tricked me! 

Hearing this, the corners of Shi qinglan’s eyes curved up slightly. She looked at her with 
great interest, wanting to hear how she was going to play. 

“Why didn’t you tell us that you’re the daughter of the Shi financial magnate!” 

An mu gritted her teeth. She did not dare to make a big scene, so she stood in front of 
Shi qinglan and criticized in a low voice, ” it’s interesting to laugh at me like this, isn’t it? 
” 

Previously, she had even brought up the daughter of the Shi financial magnate to 
pressure her ... 

She was trying to sow discord in front of the person in question, but she was treated like 
a clown by the other party. She was simply embarrassed! 



Hearing this, Shi qinglan’s voice was filled with laughter ... 

She looked at an mu with a sweet smile, but the smile did not reach her eyes. miss an, 
you don’t seem to have asked me. 

He didn’t even ask for her name. 

An mu’s face was a little pale, and she was trembling with anger. so what if you’re the 
daughter of the Shi financial magnate? other than status and face, you’re nothing 
compared to me! 

“These two are enough.” Shi qinglan was nonchalant. 

An mu was choked by her again, and she stomped her feet in anger. how can I! All the 
daughters of the rich and powerful families in the capital have to be trained in the four 
Arts, as well as strict etiquette training!” 

“You probably haven’t even seen a piano or guzheng in a small place like ning city, 
have you? Do you know how to read the staff?” 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips curled up slightly, and she deliberately dragged out her soft and 
soft tone with a meaningful tone, ” the piano and guzheng ... 

It was true that she had never deliberately looked for a teacher to learn these two 
instruments. 

Because her starting point was the guqin, which was several times more difficult than 
the piano and guzheng ... 

“I don’t think you’ve learned it before!” An mu proudly raised her face. 

She finally found the other party’s weakness. She proudly raised her lips, her eyes full 
of contempt. 

Song Xi pursed her lips. She looked up at Shi qinglan, who was shining brightly, and 
suddenly thought of the rumors in Pi City High School ... 

She had heard that before she had even come to this school, Shi qinglan had displayed 
her amazing talent in the zither during her coming of age ceremony. It seemed that she 
was the real owner of the qingyan zither. 

“Mumu, you’d better stop talking ...” 

Song Xi lowered his voice and reminded her. Both sides were her friends, and she was 
in a difficult position at the moment. 



An mu laughed sarcastically. I knew it, I knew it. Shi qinglan doesn’t know anything 
about music, chess, calligraphy, and painting, so why can’t I say it? ” 

This time, she deliberately raised her voice a little, and all the people around her who 
heard this looked over ... 

An mu loudly said something that no one dared to mention. 

Even if they looked down on Shi qinglan for being bad at music, chess, calligraphy, and 
painting, they could only discuss it in private because they did not dare to offend her. 

“Miss an is really bold ...” 

she’s not wrong. Which of us daughters from the rich and powerful aren’t proficient in 
the four Arts? if we’re just talking about this matter, miss Shi is indeed. little 
embarrassing ... 

These gossiping voices rang out. They whispered to each other. Because they didn’t 
dare to offend the Shi financial magnate, but they couldn’t change their gossiping 
nature, they secretly mocked each other. 

At this moment, Shi Qingyun had also walked into the garden from the villa ... 

Although he couldn’t hear the whispers of these people, he could detect some disdain in 
their eyes, and the target was obviously the central figure of today-his baby sister! 

“What’s going on?” Shi qingyao’s voice suddenly turned cold. 

He squinted his long and narrow eyes and coldly glanced at the people who had 
gathered together to whisper. Then, he strode over to the girl’s side with his long and 
slender legs. 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips curved into a smile. nothing much. 

An mu looked at her and pulled song Xi to the side to mock her. why are you pretending 
to be magnanimous and not care about everyone? in the end, you’re just afraid of 
embarrassing yourself in front of master Sheng. 

... 

“An mu, don’t say anymore.” Song Xi’s voice was cold. 

Although she usually had a good relationship with an mu, what she said today made 
people feel uncomfortable. 



Moreover, Shi qinglan had given her the business card of the heir of the Medical 
Research Institute, so she could even be considered her benefactor ... 

“Little Xi, what’s wrong with you!” An mu frowned. are you trying to curry favor with the 
daughter of the Shi financial magnate? ” 

Otherwise, why would he always stand on her side and not speak up for her! 

Song Xi frowned. He was about to tell her about Qing Yan’s zither when he suddenly 
heard a sound from the garden ... 

“Quickly look! It’s old Sir Xu!” 

“Which elder Xu? The old man who was proficient in the zither in Ying city? Why did he 
fly all the way to the imperial capital?” 

Although the wealthy families of Ying city were indeed nothing in front of the imperial 
capital. 

However, the Xu family in Ying city was different. Because elder Xu had a deep 
understanding of the zither, even the young ladies of the wealthy families in the imperial 
capital would rush to Ying city to find him to learn from ... 

Therefore, elder Xu could be said to be the teacher of many rich young ladies! 

... 

An mu’s eyes also lit up slightly. She used to learn guqin from elder Xu when she was 
interested in it, but she gave up quickly because it was too difficult. teacher, why are 
you here? ” 

257 Little LAN is more than enough to be my teacher! 

Although elder Xu was old, he was still in good spirits. 

He walked into the garden with steady steps. When he saw Shi qinglan, his expression 
finally became much more kind. 

“Teacher,” An mu smiled sweetly. I used to want to invite you to the capital to teach the 
piano, but I couldn’t even get you to come. Why are you here today? ” 

Elder Xu had a deep understanding of the zither. 

However, he had stayed in Ying city for a long time and was unwilling to move. He was 
even more unwilling to participate in the disputes of the wealthy families in the imperial 
capital. Therefore, these wealthy families had invited him to the imperial capital to teach 



the zither, but he had not been moved. If he really wanted to be a master and learn the 
zither, he had to come to Ying city to pay a visit. 

His eyebrows twitched, and he glanced at an mu inexplicably. a student who gave up 
halfway is not qualified to call me teacher. Anyway, my coming to the capital has 
nothing to do with you. 

Hearing this, an mu’s face instantly turned pale. 

She gently pinched the corner of her dress. She didn’t expect elder Xu to have such a 
strange temper. He didn’t even want to leave her face in public! 

However, she secretly thought that this did not matter ... 

Even if he felt that it was too difficult to give up on the guqin, it was still better than Shi 
qinglan, who had never even touched the piano and guzheng before! 

An mu comforted herself, but the next second ... 

“LAN girl!” Elder Xu walked toward Shi qinglan with a smile. 

He put his hands behind his back and looked at the girl with a kind expression. I made 
an exception today and specially flew to the capital to attend your family reunion dinner. 
No one else could invite me even if they wanted to! 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips curved into a smile. thank you, elder Xu. 

Elder Xu hurriedly waved his hands. no, LAN girl, don’t be polite with me. You can 
shorten my life then ... If you really want to thank me, why don’t you play a few more 
songs for me?” 

Looking at the two people who were very familiar with each other’s interaction ... 

An mu was a little stunned. dan ... Playing the zither?” 

A look of surprise and confusion flashed across her eyes. She could not figure out how 
Shi qinglan knew him, and even more so, why would old master Shi suddenly mention 
zither to Shi qinglan! 

An mu was slightly startled. Xu ... Old Mr. Xu, could it be that Shi qinglan was your 
student back in Ying city?” 

He saw elder Xu chatting with Shi qinglan. 

A few families that had hired elder Xu to be their children’s zither teacher couldn’t help 
but surround them. 



Elder Xu raised his hand and touched his little stubble. a student? You’re saying that 
LAN is my student? How is that possible?” 

An mu and the others were relieved when they heard that. 

She knew it was impossible. Old Mr. Xu’s fee for his lessons was so high, and he had a 
strange temper and did not accept it from just anyone. Before Shi qinglan returned to 
the Shi Financial Group, although she was in a favorable position in Ying city, she was 
just an ordinary girl from the slums ... 

There was no honor to be elder Xu’s student! 

“Elder Xu, please come in.” Shi qinglan smiled sweetly as she looked at elder Xu and 
welcomed him in. 

Shi Qing sized up these people indifferently from the side. 

His dark eyes darkened a little. He waved his hand and called Ji Lin over, then 
whispered, “help me keep an eye on these people. If anyone dares to say anything bad 
about LAN ‘er, drive them out immediately. 

“Alright,” he said. Ji Lin nodded slightly and went to do it. 

Elder Xu did not bring Xu Cheng along this time. When he heard that the Shi financial 
magnate was going to hold a family recognition banquet for Shi qinglan, he shamelessly 
used his connections to get an invitation letter and flew to the capital alone ... 

He had no interest in drinks or desserts. He was just trying to keep up appearances for 
Shi qinglan, so that the mediocre people in the imperial capital would not think that she 
could be looked down on just because she came from ye city. 

Elder Xu strolled around the garden casually, not wanting to pay attention to the others, 
but there were countless people who took the initiative to curry favor with him. 

old Mister Xu,. ‘ve long heard of your name ... 

I heard that elder Xu is quite accomplished in the zither. My daughter has just turned 
three years old and would like to be your disciple! 

my girl has also admired old Mr. Xu for a long time ... 

Elder Xu couldn’t take in these compliments. He was too lazy to pay attention to them 
and pretended not to hear them. 



Until someone asked, ” old Mr. Shi, could it be that the Shi financial magnate hired you 
as a teacher for their daughter? is that why you came to the capital and are still ignoring 
us? ” 

The woman had just noticed the interaction between elder Xu and Shi qinglan. In 
addition to his indifference towards her at the moment, she naturally thought that he 
was trying to curry favor with the Shi family. 

The woman said, ” I heard that the young lady of the Shi financial magnate doesn’t 
understand music theory. I’m afraid it’s impossible for her to learn such a difficult 
instrument as the guqin when she’s an adult, unlike our daughter ... 

“Wait,” Elder Xu’s brows furrowed. 

He slowly turned around to look at the woman, and a little puzzlement flashed in his 
weathered eyes. you said that girl LAN doesn’t understand music theory? ” 

The woman was slightly startled. yes ... That’s right,” 

That was what everyone had been discussing at the banquet just now. Moreover, miss 
an seemed to have asked about it, and the daughter of the Shi financial magnate had 
admitted to it. She had only heard about it through hearsay. 

Elder Xu almost laughed out of anger at this long-tongued woman. 

He put his hands behind his back and raised his voice to shout at the nobles, ” I heard 
... Are you all talking about how Shi qinglan, the daughter of the Shi financial magnate, 
doesn’t understand music theory?” 

Hearing this, the guests immediately looked at elder Xu. 

Everyone looked at each other and did not know what old master Xu was up to. Was he 
going to expose his shortcomings in public? they could not help but want to watch a 
good show, and an mu even covered her mouth and laughed secretly when she saw it. 

She strode over to elder Xu’s side and pretended to be kind as she reminded him, ” 
elder Xu, even if miss Shi doesn’t understand music theory, it’s not appropriate for you 
to undermine her in this situation, right? ” 

the Shi financial magnate is one of the top rich and powerful families in the imperial 
capital. We don’t dare to talk about it casually, for fear of bringing disaster to our 
families ... 

Hearing this, old Mr. Xu sneered angrily. 



He strode steadily to the center of the crowd and looked sideways at Shi qinglan, who 
had a delicate smile on her red lips. He shook his head repeatedly. 

Everyone thought it was a sign of regret or disdain. 

However, elder Xu said, ” if little LAN doesn’t understand music at this level, I’m afraid 
that all the rich young ladies in the capital are deaf! 

... 

An mu was stunned, and she did not understand what he meant. 

Even the others were confused. They carefully savored old Mr. Xu’s words, and their 
brains couldn’t quite wrap around it ... 

The Empress heard him say sternly, ” I didn’t know that the rich and powerful circle in 
the capital has become so arrogant ... You think that our Grandmaster level guqin 
player doesn’t understand music?” 

An mu’s face instantly turned pale, and she looked at elder Xu in disbelief. you ... What 
did you just say!” 

Old Sir Xu continued to sneer. 

His solemn eyes moved slightly as he swept his gaze over the people who were 
discussing Shi qinglan. little Lan’s guqin performance has long reached the 
Grandmaster level! She can even be considered my little teacher, more than enough to 
teach me!” 

Oh, that’s right. The owner of the famous zither, Qing Xun, is the daughter of the Shi 
financial magnate who doesn’t know music. 

Upon hearing this, the guests were in an uproar. 

258 A series of face smacking, all the crazy demons protecting their children come 
online 

Everyone was shocked by elder Xu’s words. 

They stood rooted to the ground and could not help but look at Shi qinglan in disbelief. 
They could not react for a while. 

Elder Xu’s weathered eyes narrowed and he glanced at them sharply. you’ve never 
heard of the qingyan guqin being played by LAN in front of everyone in Ying City High 
School? ” 



The guests looked at each other in silence. 

Elder Xu sneered, ” you haven’t even heard of such a thing and dare to speak nonsense 
to a Grandmaster level performer. You’re too ignorant and ignorant! 

Old master Xu’s words were like a slap to everyone’s face. Those guests who had 
previously mocked Shi qinglan in private now felt their faces burning in pain! 

When he looked at the girl who was shining brightly again ... 

Their gazes were extremely complicated, mixed with countless emotions that were 
difficult to distinguish. The thousands of words that they had held in their stomachs 
turned into silence. 

Ms. An, please leave the banquet hall now. 

While everyone was still in shock, Ji Lin suddenly walked toward an mu. Although he 
was smiling, his voice was loud and sharp. 

An mu was shocked. why? ” 

She was so flustered that her palms were covered in sweat. She tried her best to recall 
what she had just said to Shi qinglan. Soon, her back was covered in cold sweat, and 
she was so nervous that she could not control her heartbeat. 

“Just because this is the Shi financial magnate’s territory!” 

Shi qingxuan’s cold voice suddenly sounded. He strode to an mu and narrowed his long 
and narrow eyes. 

He looked at her indifferently, his cold lips moving slightly. and you, you spoke rudely to 
the daughter of the Shi financial magnate! 

Upon hearing this, an mu’s body swayed unsteadily. 

She looked up at Shi qingqiao in a panic and bit her lip pitifully. master Sheng, I didn’t 
mean it that way ... 

“I don’t care what you think.” Jiang yingluo’s wild voice suddenly rang out. if I tell you to 
get lost, then get lost. 

An mu’s back turned cold when she heard the familiar voice. 

Jiang Qianqian arrogantly walked into the villa’s garden with her long and slender legs. 
He slightly raised his sharp face and glanced at an mu disdainfully. 



“Little uncle.” Shi qinglan’s Red lips curved slightly. 

She greeted the elder with a sweet voice, lifted her skirt slightly, and walked over to him 
politely. 

When Jiang Qianqian heard that, the irritation between her eyebrows disappeared. He 
glanced at an mu. are you going to get lost or not? if you don’t, I’ll beat you until you’re 
disabled and throw you out. 

The last time at the time Square, he had already found her very noisy ... 

He didn’t expect that at his little niece’s banquet, this woman would still dare to be so 
stubborn. 

“I ...” An mu bit her lip unwillingly. 

When she recalled how Jiang zhizhi had almost broken her arm, she wiped her arm with 
her hand and felt a little scared. 

Just as she was about to open her mouth to beg for forgiveness, she heard a deep male 
voice. master Sheng, you’re so violent in front of me. Aren’t you afraid that I’ll order 
people to arrest you? ” 

All the guests looked over at the voice. 

When an mu heard this, she thought that someone could not stand Jiang Qianqian’s 
behavior. When she thought that she could be saved, she looked up and saw that the 
person was Shi qinglan’s uncle, Shi Yao! 

Dressed in a suit and leather shoes, Shi Yao strode steadily into the villa. 

Although time had left behind traces of vicissitudes on his face, his eyes were still deep 
and sharp, and his entire body exuded the powerful aura of a superior! 

someone actually dares to bully my little niece. I’m afraid he has forgotten how to write 
the name ‘Shi Yao’! 

Shi Yao fixed his eyes on an mu. there’s no need to trouble master Sheng to do this. If 
miss an doesn’t want to leave, I’ll have to ask the inspection team I have to make a trip. 

An mu was so scared that she almost fell to the ground. 

She had not expected things to develop to this stage. She had thought that Shi qinglan 
had only seduced a girl from the slums of master Bo, and even if she was a daughter, 
she had only come back from a small town in the countryside ... 



She had not expected Shi qinglan to be better than her in every way! 

Not only that, even though she had been missing for fifteen years, Jiang Yingying and 
Shi Yao were still willing to protect her as before! 

“I ... I’ll just leave!” An mu bit her lip. 

With tears in her eyes, she turned around angrily and left this embarrassing place in a 
sorry state while crying. 

Shi qingxuan’s eyes were deep as he watched her leave the villa. 

At this moment, even Shi honghou had walked to the center of the banquet hall. 

He glanced coldly at the other guests and said, ” this is my daughter, Shi qinglan, the 
Pearl of the Shi financial magnate! If anyone dares to disrespect her again, the outcome 
won’t be as simple as being expelled!” 

Shi Fu followed closely behind, supported by Ji Lin. 

He held onto his walking stick, his face solemn. although I’m old and useless, I can still 
protect my granddaughter. I can’t watch her get bullied! 

This time, all the guests were completely silent. 

The daughter of the Shi financial magnate, Shi qinglan, was born with a noble status 
and was surrounded by countless protective relatives. She was not as bad at music, 
chess, calligraphy, and painting as people thought ... 

Since that was the case, who would dare to continue to say anything? 

Shi Yao’s deep eyes gradually narrowed. Although he didn’t know what had happened 
just now, it was definitely right to protect his children. 

“Little girl, if anyone bullies you in the future, just tell uncle.” 

He looked at Shi qinglan with a deep gaze, and the look in his eyes softened a lot. 
although uncle is not very capable, and is only a small official at this age, if anyone 
dares to bully you again ... I still have the ability to teach her a lesson.” 

Hearing this, the other guests swallowed their saliva silently. 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips curved into a smile. thank you, uncle. 

... 



Hearing the girl’s sweet and soft voice, Shi Yao nodded in satisfaction and patted her 
head. good girl. 

Even if they hadn’t seen each other for fifteen years ... 

However, blood ties were also a magical existence that was extremely difficult to sever. 
These people from the Shi financial magnate were very protective of their children. They 
had been faithful to their only girl, Shi qinglan, since she was born eighteen years ago. 

alright, I hereby announce the official start of the banquet. 

Shi hongxi’s deep voice rang out. my daughter, Shi qinglan, will be leading the opening 
dance of the banquet. 

Jiang Yunxi carried the evening gown and slowly walked to the girl’s side. 

She smiled gently and looked sideways at the girl. LAN ‘er, this is a habit we have when 
we organize banquets. The main character will lead the first dance. Later, you can just 
choose a dance partner from the men who invited you. 

Hearing this, Shi qinglan’s Red lips pouted slightly. 

She raised her eyes slightly, and there was a faint light in her charming eyes. She 
pretended to look away inadvertently, but she did not see the person in her heart among 
the men who attended the banquet ... 

“Miss Shi, may I have a dance with you?” 

However, at this moment, a deep voice suddenly rang in her ears. The man’s voice was 
deep, hoarse, and magnetic, with a little gentleness and a smile. 

... 

259 You can check the results of the college entrance examination! 

Bo Li city was dressed in a suit and leather shoes. The black suit was printed with 
exquisite dark patterns and matched with a simple basic style black shirt. It was obvious 
that he had carefully chosen his clothes, and he looked even more devilish and 
handsome. 

At this moment, he bowed slightly, one hand behind his back, and the other hand was 
handed to the girl in a gentlemanly manner. 

Shi qinglan looked up at the man who had appeared out of nowhere. 



She was only stunned for a moment before she came back to her senses. Her red lips 
curved slightly as she placed her slender and fair hand on the man’s palm. 

“I’m honored.” The girl’s clear voice sounded. 

Bo Yicheng’s Red lips curled up slightly. His large hand held the girl’s soft and boneless 
small hand, then he straightened his back and put his arm around her slender waist, 
resting it on her in a gentlemanly manner. 

The melodious ballroom dance music started to play slowly ... 

Her charming and moving body and elegant and Noble figure danced in front of 
everyone’s eyes. 

Shi qinglan’s slender arm rested lightly on Bo Li Cheng’s shoulder. She lifted her pretty 
face slightly to look at the man, her starry evening gown trailing the floor shining brightly 
under the sun. 

“I’m sorry I’m late,” Bo Yicheng lowered his gaze to look at her, his eyes deep and 
affectionate, as well as a little apologetic. 

After all, all of Lan Lan’s relatives would come ... 

After he sneaked back to the qinglan waterside Pavilion from the Shi financial 
magnate’s Villa, he carefully picked out his clothes and tie, and even specially tidied his 
hair. He had wasted a lot of time in a hurry. 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips curved up slightly, and her charming eyes were filled with an 
unconcealed smile. if you had come a little later, I’m afraid you would have seen me 
dancing with another man. 

Upon hearing this, Bo Li Cheng’s eyes darkened. 

His arms around the girl’s waist tightened. He looked gentle and graceful, but he said in 
a hoarse voice that only they could hear. ” if you dare ... I’m going to teach you a lesson 
tonight, until you cry.” 

The smile on Shi qinglan’s lips grew wider. 

She blinked her beautiful eyes and said in a soft but arrogant tone, ” come at me if you 
can. I won’t cry. 

Bo Yicheng’s Red lips curled up slightly. then you wait. 



The other guests couldn’t hear what she said. They could only see the girl’s light dance 
steps, her half-tied black hair moving with her dance, and the elegant and Noble man 
cooperating with her. 

The two beautiful figures became the most beautiful scenery ... 

Shi qinglan’s graceful dance and the elegant and Noble temperament that she 
inadvertently revealed, as well as the sharp aura around her, did not look like someone 
who came from a small city! 

At the end of the song, the dance stopped and the applause was thunderous. 

“Miss Shi’s dancing is really good! She’s cooperating well with master Bo, a handsome 
man and a beautiful woman are really a good match ...” 

“Come to think of it, the only person in the entire imperial capital who is worthy of miss 
Shi is the Bo financial magnate’s master Bo.” 

“That’s right, that’s right. Elder Shi, can you consider it? It just so happens that today’s 
occasion might be able to settle the child’s lifelong event!” 

The discussions around them were no longer as chaotic as before ... 

There were countless people complimenting, fawning, and boasting. 

When he heard these people say that he was a good match for Lan Lan, the curve of 
Bo Li Cheng’s Red lips became more obvious, and there was a slight smile in his deep 
eyes. Lan Lan, they said that we are a good match. 

Shi qinglan’s Red lips smiled slightly, but she did not comment. 

The two of them were probably immersed in the little world of love. Even after the 
dance, they did not let go of each other. The girl looked up and smiled, and the man 
looked down at her affectionately, until ... 

“Little Bo, you’re done with the dance. It’s time to let go.” 

Shi Fu raised his walking stick and tapped the man’s arm on the girl’s waist twice. His 
tone was a little sour. if your girlfriend knew about this, she would be jealous. 

Some people sounded like they were afraid that others would be jealous ... 

In fact, he was afraid that his granddaughter would be taken advantage of. 

The smile at the corner of Bo Zhicheng’s lips faded slightly. He retracted his affectionate 
gaze and returned to his extremely gentlemanly and elegant appearance. 



He immediately retracted his hand. miss Shi, I’m sorry for being rude. 

it’s alright, ” Shi qinglan said, playing along with his act. 

Shi fuxiao’s eyes narrowed when he saw the pig let go of his granddaughter. Shi Qing 
‘an strode over with his long legs. 

His lips curled up into a bright smile. I didn’t expect Xiao LAN ‘er to dance so well. She’s 
also more beautiful than me. Do you want to consider entering the entertainment 
industry? ” I’ll introduce you to some resources.” 

Hearing this, Shi Fu raised his cane and hit him with it. what entertainment industry? 
entertainment industry! LAN ‘er will be checking her college entrance examination 
results later. She’ll cry herself to death if she enters any of the major universities in the 
entertainment industry!” 

He had even thought of the headline on the front page of the newspaper ... 

Shocked! The National top scorer with full marks had given up on the invitations from 
famous schools and decided to enter the entertainment industry! The man was silent 
and the woman was crying. 

Shi hongxi’s eyes suddenly narrowed. He warned Shi qingan in a deep voice, ” LAN ‘er 
still has to inherit my achievements in the medical field. Don’t even think about entering 
the entertainment industry. 

Besides, the entertainment industry was too chaotic ... 

Previously, when his wife, Jiang Yunfei, was in the entertainment industry, every time 
he saw a keyboard warrior scolding her on Weibo, his sharp eyes would want to poke 
countless holes in the screen! 

“Oh ...” Shi Qing ‘an touched the tip of his nose in a daze. 

He originally wanted to say that his aunt Lin CI was a famous director in the 
International Film industry and could easily introduce his little niece to him. But it 
seemed that he could only reluctantly accept this resource. 

At this moment, Jiang Yunxi suddenly walked over and pulled Shi hongxi’s ear. so what 
if it’s the entertainment industry? Shi Hongji, are you despising me again? why don’t you 
kneel on a durian to understand me?” 

Shi hongxi’s serious gaze instantly disappeared. 



He immediately coaxed her in a gentle voice, ” che ‘er, there’s no such thing. How could 
I dislike you? I’m just afraid that LAN’ er will be too eye-catching and attract too many 
Wild Boys in the entertainment industry ... 

Upon hearing this, Jiang yunzheng’s beautiful eyes moved slightly as he pondered for a 
moment. 

She probably felt that it made sense, so she let go of Shi honghu’s ear. that’s true. What 
if LAN ‘er gets pestered by a beauty like our second aunt after she enters the 
entertainment industry? ” 

The second oldest son of the Shi family, Shi Qing ‘an, was speechless. 

... 

Shi qinglan was speechless. It seemed to have been entangled, and it happened to be 
entangled by silly. 

The topic of the entertainment industry was put aside for the time being. Shi Hongzhi 
and Jiang yunzhe accompanied the girl and introduced her to a few people who were 
close to the Shi financial magnate, as well as their distant relatives. 

LAN ‘er, you have an aunt called Lin CI. She’s a famous director, but she’s been filming 
a documentary in the Arctic and can’t make it back in time. Your aunt, Shi muning, is 
married to the royal family of F country, so she can’t make it because her due date is 
approaching. However, she has sent you gifts. 

Jiang yunzhe gently explained to his daughter. 

Shi qinglan nodded gently and continued to follow her parents to familiarize herself with 
these people. Bo Li Cheng was not in a position to follow them. He leaned lazily against 
a white stone pillar, his long and white fingers holding a wine glass. 

He would occasionally brush off the others with a few words, but his eyes were always 
on the girl not far away ... 

“We can check the results of the college entrance examination now!” Suddenly, 
someone exclaimed. 

260 LAN ‘er, it’s okay to fail the college entrance examination 

The results of the college entrance examination had been officially released. 

This incident caused quite a stir at the banquet. Song Xi’s heart tightened when she 
heard this. She pursed her lips and immediately took out her phone to check her college 
entrance examination results ... 



The girl’s fingers trembled slightly, especially after clicking on the query, the page began 
to load and spin. Her heart beat even faster, almost jumping out of her throat! 

“Miss song, your results are out!” A girl who was watching her check her results 
suddenly exclaimed. 

Upon hearing this, song Xi immediately locked his eyes on the screen ... 

145 points for Chinese, 150 points for mathematics, 147 points for English, 288 points 
for General Science. Her total score was 730! 

“Miss song, you’re amazing! With 730 points, he might have the hope of getting the 
provincial top scorer! There’s definitely no problem with Imperial University!” 

The girl couldn’t help but exclaim in envy when she saw the results. 

Upon hearing this, many families who were related to the song family immediately came 
over to flatter and praise ... 

“Miss song, you’re so talented!” 

as expected of the song family’s daughter. You’re as smart as your father. With such 
good grades, all the major universities should be fighting for you, right? ” 

not bad, not bad. The new waves surpass the old waves ... 

Song Xi was a little excited and happy when she got the results. Although she might not 
be the top scorer, she worked even harder as the college entrance examination 
approached because of the pressure that sometimes qinglan gave her. 

This result was already much better than what she had expected. 

“Thank you, uncles and aunties, but ... I’m afraid I won’t even be the top scorer.” Song 
Xi said humbly. 

As she spoke, her eyes inadvertently drifted to Shi qinglan. The girl was chatting with 
other guests with her parents at the moment. She was smiling like a flower, as if she 
was having a good time. 

“Miss Shi, it seems like you’re going to check your results as well, right?” 

Someone suddenly reminded him amidst the crowd of praises and praises. 

Hearing this, the guests immediately thought of this matter and could not help but look 
at Shi qinglan with anticipation and curiosity. 



Xiao LAN ‘er, the results of the college entrance examination are out. Quickly check it. 

Shi Qing ‘an put his long arm around the girl’s neck. He leaned closer to her and smiled 
brightly, revealing his white teeth. 

Upon seeing this, Bo Li Cheng’s long and narrow eyes suddenly narrowed. He stared 
closely at the arm that he wanted to break ... 

“No rush.” Shi qinglan’s Red lips parted slightly, looking nonchalant. 

There was a faint light in her clear and charming eyes. She glanced sideways at the 
arm around her neck and threw it down in disgust. 

The coldness in Bo Li Cheng’s dark eyes gradually receded ... 

Shi qingan looked at her in confusion. why not? ” The college entrance examination 
results are out, don’t you need to be nervous?” 

“Nervous?” Shi qinglan looked up at him in confusion, her beautiful eyes blinking. why 
are you so nervous when the results are out? ” 

Shi qingan was speechless. 

He was rendered speechless by his sister’s rebuttal. 

Thinking back, he was nervous every time the results were out. Although it was 
definitely the last place, the gap between the first and second last place was huge. It 
would affect how long he would have to kneel on durians when he got home! 

Shi qinglan pursed her red lips. there are too many people investigating now. Let’s wait 
for a while. We’ll investigate when it’s not the peak. 

The main thing was that she could already guess her own results ... 

She really couldn’t be bothered to open the search channel again. Alright, she admitted 
that she didn’t remember the admission ticket at all. 

“Alright then.” Shi qingan pursed his lips. 

The rest of the guests saw that Shi qinglan did not dare to check the results. Although 
they had doubts, they did not dare to say anything with an mu as an example. They did 
not even dare to continue talking about song Xi’s good results ... 

Well, after all, miss song had scored 730. 



Very few people could get such a score. Today was supposed to be the home ground of 
the Shi financial magnate’s daughter, so if she found out that her score was worse than 
song Xi’s, it would be a little ugly. 

“LAN ‘er, it’s fine.” Shi Yao patted the girl’s shoulder gently. if you really do badly in the 
college entrance examination, you can tell me what job you want. I can arrange it for 
you. 

Jiang Xiao put his hands in his pockets and strode over with his long legs. He said 
arrogantly, ” it’s fine if you join the army with me. You can be a female soldier in the 
future. If anyone dares to mess with you, you can blow their heads off. 

Shi qinglan was speechless. 

She pursed her red lips and thought that it really didn’t have to be so troublesome. At 
most, she could go back and reluctantly inherit the Medical Research Institute or let the 
tilted moon camp run its business. It didn’t sound too bad. 

However, Shi Fu was anxious when he saw them. go, go, go! 

He raised his walking stick and poked the two of them in the shoulder. my Xiao LAN ‘er 
is going to be the National top scorer. Don’t you two blindly interfere. 

“The National champion?” Shi Yao and Jiang zhirou looked at each other. 

Shi qinglan’s eyes drooped slightly. She touched the tip of her nose guiltily and said 
softly, ” I don’t think so. 

However, the academic circle had already begun to shake ... 

After the college entrance examination results query system was launched, all the 
students ‘results were displayed there, especially the National top scorer’s extremely 
beautiful full score, which made the educators’ jaws drop! 

“This year’s National top scorer actually scored full marks in all subjects!” 

In an office, a staff member slammed the table and stood up after seeing the data. His 
pupils suddenly widened in shock as he announced. 

The others immediately ran to the computer to watch. 

That result was too beautiful, not a single point less! 

“Quick, let’s take a look at her paper!” Some of the staff couldn’t hold back their 
excitement. it’s been a long time since China’s college entrance examination has had 



such results. The last time they got full marks was five years ago. It was taken away by 
that master Bo of the Bo family in Beijing! 

Hence, Shi qinglan’s test paper was retrieved. 

... 

The handwriting on the test paper was delicate and meaningful, with a bit of gentleness 
and gentleness of a girl, but the decisiveness of the pen showed a bit of sharpness. 

Not only did he answer every question better than the standard answer, but even the 
handwriting on the paper was as beautiful as an art piece! 

“Genius ... This is a genius!” They were full of praise. 

Shi qinglan’s perfect score exam paper was soon circulated to all the major universities, 
and naturally, it also went to the principal of Imperial University, Yan Hua! 

His serious eyes moved slightly. I knew it. My little ancestor’s college entrance 
examination results would definitely not disappoint me! 

“Principal, should we contact this student as soon as possible and poach her to Imperial 
University?” The assistant asked. 

Hearing this, Yan Hua’s eyes deepened. 

Although he was once Shi qinglan’s teacher, he was not sure if she would choose 
Imperial University, so he called her immediately ... 

The family recognition banquet of the Shi financial magnate’s daughter was still being 
held. 

The guests had almost all taken their seats and were ready to enjoy a sumptuous lunch, 
so no one dared to mention the college entrance examination results again. 

However, at this moment, Shi qinglan’s phone suddenly rang! 

... 

The girl’s brows furrowed slightly. She lowered her eyes and took out her phone from 
her handbag. As soon as she picked up the call, she heard a male voice. 

“Little ancestor! Do you want to come to Imperial University? no matter what major you 
want to choose, I will arrange the best mentor for you. All the benefits will be the best. 
Think about it!” 



 


